S.Golqb has published in five languages in numerous Polish and foreign journals.
In the domain of geometry S.Golqb has written over 130 papers. A considerable part of the remaining papers is also more or less connected with geometry. Some of them will be discussed in the addresses of M.Kuczma and J. Bodziony. The papers in geometry can be classified into the following sections :
(a) the theory of geometrical objects (40 publications) (b) classical differential geometry (4-J publications) -19 - M.Kucharzewski (c) spaces with linear and projective connection and Riemannian spaces (25 publications) (d) Minkowski and Fisler's spaces {18 publications) (e) general metric spaces of Frechet-Menger (7 publications) .
Among 6 expository papers in geometry, four^ papers deal with the theory of geometrical objects ( ["1959• 3 ] » [l961.7] , [1965.4-] , [l973.4]), one belongs to (b) ([1956.2]) , and one to (c) 1957.3] . This fact and the numbers of publications in particular sections show clearly that S. Gol^b has achieved the most important results in the theory of geometrical objects, and that to this field he has devoted most work although he has also obtained important and interesting results in each of the remaining fields. The achievements of S. Golqb in particular fields will be discussed in detail below.
a) The investigations of S.Gol^b in the theory of geometrical objects concern the following topics: the notion of transformation pseudogroup, the determination and classification of objects, the notion of concomitant and similarity (equivalence) of objects an"d the theory of differential concomitants (in particular covariant derivative and Lie derivative) .
He has obtained fundamental results in each of these fields. His results were a source for the full development of these fields. This is also due to precision and clarity which distinguish all papers of S.Golqb. His method is equally original; namely, this is the method of functional equations which allows to obtain significant results under minimal regularity assumptions. Although S.Gol^b took advantage of many various methods, the method of functional equations is undoubtedly a characteristic trait of his scientific activity. This method was developed and applied to the theory of geometric objects with a great success.
Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography of Professor Golqb's publications listed on p.51.
Professor Stanislaw Gol%b
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Since F.Klein's Erlangen program it lias been known that groups of transformations play a fundamental role in geometry. In more special geometric considerations the notion of a group is not sufficient and has to be replaced by the more general notion of a pseudogroup of transformations. The first precise definition of this notion is due to S.Gol^b, although it was used earlier by so distinguished geometricians as for instance Veblen, Whitehead, Schouten and Haantjes.In paper [l939.l] he gave the definition of a pseudogroup in the wider and the narrower sense. This paper also contains a proof that the equivalence classes of some equivalence relation in a pseudogroup (in the narrower sense) form a group.This paper is fundamental not only for the theory of geometrical objects but also for the whole geometry. Later its results have been developed and generalized (L.Dubikajtis, W.Waliszewski). B.L. van der Waerden, the editor of Mathematische Annalen, in a letter to S.Gol^b expressed his satisfaction that "finally someone has cleared the matter". A similar notion was introduced independently much later by C.Ehresmann, who said "it is a pity that I did not know this paper earlier".
In [1938.10] and [1938.5] S.Golqb determined for the first time all J-objects {A -objects) with one component; that is, the objects with the transformation law co' = P(co,J) , coeMcR, J= |a£ | = 3 $ » i ih k where £ = cp (t ) denotes the transformation which leads from
the system ) to the system (^ ) under the assumption that the function F determining the transformations law is of class 0 1# It has turned out that the only such objects ares scalar (co'=cj), biscalar (u'= ( sgn J)co), the Weyl's density (w'= |j| co ) and the ordinary density (co'= Jco), as well as objects equivalent to them. The problem how to weaken tiie assumption about /i the class C was examined in numerous papers. The method applied in [1938.10] to the translation equation has been further developed and generalized by many authors (J.Aczel), L.Kalmar, J.Mikusinski, S.Lojasiewicz, Z.Moszner, S. Midura).
The translation equation itself was generalized as well and has found numerous applications in various fields of mathematics. Papers [1958.10] and [l938.5] were esteemed very high by J.A.Schouten who stated in a letter to S. Gol^b that they explained to him many unclear points he had had previously.
In [l946.l] there were determined all purely differential objects of class 2 and 3 with one component in a one-dimensional space under the assumption of ttie class C^. In [1949.3] S.Gol^b showed that there exists no such object of the class higher than 3. The same result was obtained already in 1904 by S.Cartan but under the additional assumption that the transformation law is analytic. An example of T.Waiewski shows that the assumption of analycity in E.Cartan's investigation is essential. These results of S.Gol^b have been further extended and generalized. Paper [1949.2] determines all one-component non-differential objects in a one-dimensional space without any regularity assumption." co'= F(co ,a£) , under the assumption that the function F is of class C^. It has turned out that for n>3 every such object IsaJ-object. For n=2 except J-objects there are also other objects called Piencow objects. 195O.3] . In [l938.l] S. Gol^b made precise the notion of concomitant and for the first time he determined concomitants of certain objects (densities) . He also introduced the notions of macro-and microcomitants. They generalize algebraic and differential concomitants widely used presently. In [l950.j] he defined the notion of similarity (equivalence) of objects which provides a basis for a classification of objects. An almost identical definition was given already in 19^5 by W.W.Wagner and he has priority in introducing this notion.
Papers [l958.l] and [
B «15] make precise the notion of a qcomponent algebra of geometrical objects and determine all two-component algebras of J-objects which lead to J-objects. These papers generalize and expand the results of H.Pidek-topuszañska who determined all algebras of objects of class 0.
The remaining results of S.Gol^b in this field consist in determining the algebraic concomitants of certain geometrical objects. In [196O.7] S.Gol^b determined the scalar concomitants of a mixed tensor a^ in a two-dimensional space under the assumption of the class C^. In [1961.2] , a joint paper with E.Siwek, the authors determined the scalar concomitants and.transitivity domains of a covariant tensor without any regularity assumption. These results have been later generalized in various directions by J.Aczél, M.Hosszú and A.Zajtz. In geometry an especially important role is played by differential concomitants. S.Gol^b has obtained substantial results in this field as well. They concern the notions of covariant derivative and Lie derivative mainly, and consist in defining these notions axiomatically. These results distinguish themselves by exactness of presentation and an original method. This caused that those topics have been subsequently dealt with by many mathematicians (A.Moor,A.Szybiak, I.Makai, M.Kucharzewski, S.Topa). The first paper of S.Gol^b dealing with covariant derivative was published in [l938.7] .In [1948.3] and [l954.3] S.Gol^b gives an axiomatic definition of covariant derivative foi objects of the second class and he shows that for purely differential objects with one component in a one-dimensional space such a derivative does not exist.On the other hand he determines the général form of covariant derivative after restricting the general linear group to its unimodular subgroup.
In [l954.6] he gives an axiomatic definition of absolute derivative for objects of the second class and determines the general form of this derivative for one-component objects in a one-dimensional space. Finally in the joint monograph [b.15] an axiomatic definition of covariant derivative for objects 1J are connected with Lie derivative. According to S.Gol^b's definition, the Lie derivative of an object u) of class 1 is defined as the differential concomitant of the first order for the object co and a contravariant vector which represents an object with the same transformation rule as w . Owing to this definition the determination of Lie derivative is reduced to the determination of corresponding differential concomitants. In particular,S.Gol^b determined without any regularity assumption those first order concomitants of scalers fields which are scalars or vectors; and assuming the class C^ he determined those first order concomitants of a pair of covariant and contravariant vectors which are scalar or vectors. These results have been generalized in various directions by many Polish and foreign authors.
In [l962.5] S.Gol^b presents an application of the theory of concomitants to the basic problem of classification of spaces. In particular he formulates general principles of such classification ans illustrates his consideration with an example of classification of Riemannian spaces. In p1972.2J these principles were used to introduce the notion of an almost Euclidean space ("presque euclidien").
b) The first research paper of S.Gol^b [1925.1] belongs to classical differential geometry but simultaneously it borders upon topology. It contains a theorem stating that under certain regularity assumptions for every point of a flat curve there exists a circular neighborhood which is cut by this curve into two regions.
Paper [l928.l] concerns topology as well and contains the following result. Let P denote a plane, itt(P) the family of subsets of P, and let FsC -TTC(P) be a continuous function (in the sense of Hausdorff) on a closed Jordan curve C. The paper gives a sufficient condition in order that the values of the function F fill up the interior of the curve C. This Bonnet-Kowalewski's equations for curves lying on (n-1) dimensional hypersurfaces immersed in V n . These papers introduce the notion of generalized normal and geodesic curvature as well as the notion of generalized geodesic torsion. A geometrical interpretation of these notions is given and their properties are investigated. These properties have been subsequently applied to defining various curves lying on such hypersurfaces. In particular, generalized pseudogeodesic curves in the sense of Wunderlich are introduced. In [1935.2] there are given sufficient conditions for a curve to be rectifiable in flat affine geometry with respect to an affine arc.
Let x be a parametric representation for a surface in E^ and let N be a vector normal to it. A curve lying on this surface is said to be a special curvature line iff along this curve the following conditions hold: N^ = ^x^ , i=1,2. In a joint paper [194-9.4] give sufficient conditions in order that there exist the limit m(L)/m(R) where L tends in a certain way to a point of the curve. The results of these papers gave rise to a new method of approximate integration and were the subject of papers by A. Sharma and R. Saxena.
The joint paper [1959.5] gives possibly weak assumptions about an (n-1)-dimensional hypersurface SQ_,| embedded in EQ in order that there exist a sphere passing through a point The" joint paper [1970.4-] gives an axiomatic definition of measure of the area of a triangle in a two-dimensional vector space. The general formula for such measure is derived. In [l970.6] these considerations are generalized to n-dimensional spaces. Let x,z, of denote real numbers satisfying the conditions x<z, o£ <arc cos ^ . In [1972. 5] S.Golqb shows in an analytic way that there exist a Lobaczewski plane and a right triangle lying on this plane such that x is the length of its hypotenuse, and the measure of the angle between those two sides. It turnes out that there exists only one such plane and its curvature is a root of some equation, a transcendental one in general. Paper [1932.4-] , joint with A.Hlavaty, contains basic notions and an axiom system for the theory of connection of vectors and points in projective spaces.In particular,the authors investigate the conditions to be satisfied by a connection in order that the covariant equations were covariantly differentiable.
In [l937.l] S.Gol^b shows that the space with projective connection introduced in [l930.l] and [1930.3] is a special case of the space of A.Kawaguchi and S.Hokari. He Introduces (after A.Wundheiler) the notion of strong quantities, deter-mines some concomitants of a metric tensor given in that space and investigates when a strong quantity can be completed to an ordinary quantity. This paper has found an appliqation to theoretical physics in papers of J.Weyssenhoff.
In 1922 L.P. Eisenhart and 0. Veblen posed the following problem. Assume that we are given an L n space.What conditions must a connection satisfy in order that there exist a metric tensor g >(U covariantly constant with respect to this connections? initiates a series of papers connected with this problem and dealing with metrizability of spaces. In this paper S.Gol^b introduced the notion of connection order and using this notion he classified all spaces Lg. The problems of metrizability have been later dealt with by A.Jakubowicz and other geometricians.
A tensor connection is defined by a certain object . If we are given a connection for vectors ^ , then using this we can obtain a tensor connection from the formula The connection (1) is said to be induced by the vector connection . The notion of tensor connection and its inducibility was introduced by E. Bompiani in [l94€.] Paper [1969.4] , [1970.1], [1970.5] investigate the inducibility of connection objects for bivectors. It has turned out that in two and three dimensional spaces such an object is always inducible. For spaces with dimension more than 3, necessary and sufficients conditions for inducibility are given.
If in a space there is given a tensor satisfying certain conditions, then it defines a metric for bivectors. Such a space is called a metric space of bivectors, V^. The tensor Gcan be obtained from a metric tensor g^ as follows Paper [l934,l] gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a transformation of two ordinary Riemannian spaces to be conformal. Papers [1962.2] and [l962.6] present a method for precise defining of the concept of infinitesimal and isometrical transformation. It is shown that an isometiy preserves the metric tensor, and an infinitesimal transformation satisfies Killing's equation. Paper [1962.7] gives a precise definition of the so-called dragged-along field.
Iq. [1969.2] S.Gol^b and A.Jakubowicz introduce a transformed curvature tensor. Using this notion they define a space with recurrently transformed curvature and investigate its properties.
d) The results of S.Gol^b about Minkowski's space concern mainly distance metric, angular metric, area metric and the relations holding between them. This includes also papers which characterize Hiemannian spaces among Finsler spaces, or Euclidean spaces among Minkowski spaces.
Let J be a starlike set with respect to a fixed point m contained in E n . The set J (together with the point m) defines a new metric 9(a,b) in E n by the formulas: where ab denotes the Euclidean distance of the points a and to, and x Q is the point in which the ray compatibly parallel to the vector ab intersects J.After Caratheodory, the set J is called an indicatrix, the point m its origin and a space with such a metric is called a pseudo-Minkowski space.
A set Z is said to be convex in the wider sense (resp. the narrower) with respect to a point p if there is an 4n-1) n-1 dimensional hyperplane H passing through p such that Z lies entirely on the one side of H it is necessary and sufficient that the indicatrix be convex in the wider sense at its every boundary point. The equality in (5) holds if and only if the indicatrix is convex in the narrower sense. Theorem 1 is due to H.Mirikowski and has been proved in literature several times. In [l931.l] this theorem was made precise and generalized. The generalization consists in introducing the notion that inequality (5) holds in a certain direction. The authors prove a necessary and sufficient condition for inequality (5) to hold in a given direction. Furtheiroore, the paper introduces the concepts of geodesic direction, normal direction and singular direction and discusses their basic properties.
Paper [1932.3] contains the habilitation thesis of S. Gol%b. In the first part S.Gol^b introduces basic metric notions for n-dimensional Minkowski geometry and proves their most 2. V £ > 0, 3 <y>0, 9(p,q)< S=^9(p,q)< £ .
5. There exists a function a(x) defined and continuous for xssO satisfying the conditions a(0)=0, A (x) > 0 and such that for any p,q,r in M the following inequality holds: 9(p,r) 9(p,q) + 9(q,r) + m^(M) where m = min Q(-9 (P,q) , 9<q,r)) , M = max ( 9 (p,q) , 9 (q,r)) .
In 1935 K.Menger showed that if the basic function of a space satisfies oertain conditions and the indicatrix is convex pt every point, then the space is almost metric. In [1938. 4] S.Gol^b shows the converse theorem. If a space is
